In this paper, by using Ahlfors' theory of covering surfaces, we establish the existence of a new singular direction for a meromorphic functions / , namely a T direction for / , for which the Nevanlinna characteristic function T(r,f) is used as a comparison function.
INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
Let f(z) be a transcendental meromorphic function defined on the whole complex plane. The singular direction for / is one of the main objects studied in the theory of value distribution of meromorphic functions. Several types of singular directions have been introduced in the literature. Their existence and some connections between them have also been established. Here we shall give a brief history of this research area and refer the readers to [1] or [2] for a detailed survey. The study of singular directions for meromorphic functions was started by Julia in 1919. In [5] , Julia introduced the concept of Julia direction for a meromorphic function / , that is, a ray argz -6 having the following property: for any e (0 < e < n) and for all o, with at most two exceptions, on the Riemann sphere Coo, lim n(r, Q E ,f = a) -+oo, r-H-oo
where Cl e = {z : 9 -e < arg z < 0 + e} and n(r, fi £ , / = a) is the number of the solutions of f(z) -a in fl e l~\ {\z\ < r } , counting multiplicities. In the same paper, Julia showed that every transcendental meromorphic function with an asymptotic value has a Julia direction. Therefore, every transcendental entire function has at least one Julia direction and this is a refinement of Picard's theorem. In order to have a similar refinement for Borel's theorem, a more refined notion of Borel directions was introduced by Valiron [9] for all a on €<» with at most two exceptions. Note that this definition meaningfully characterises the growth of / only when 0 < p < oo. In this case it is well known that / must have at least one Borel direction ( [10] ). To take into account the p = 0 or p = oo case, the Nevanlinna characteristic T(r,f) is a more appropriate comparison function than logr. With this in mind Zheng [14] introduced a new singular direction, namely the T direction for / .
DEFINITION: A ray argz -6 is called a T direction for a meromorphic function f(z), if for any e (0 < e < TT), We believe that it is more natural to use the Nevanlinna characteristic function T(r, /) as a comparison function, because in general T(r, f) is the most basic function that one uses to describe the growth of meromorphic functions.
It was conjectured by Zheng [14] that a meromorphic function f(z) has at least one T direction, if (3) limsup^4
With some additional assumptions, Zheng [14] proved the existence of a T direction and in fact, obtained something more. THEOREM A. ( [14] ) Let f(z) be a transcendental meromorphic function with finite lower order \i such that for some a G C\ {0} and an integer p ^ 0, 6 = 6(a, f^)) > 0. Then in any angular domain fi -{z : a < argz < /?} with
there exists a ray arg z -6 such that for any e (0 < e < n) and d > 1, l i m s u p^, « . , / = 0 ) +^, » . , / = °°) > 0 .
T{dr, f)
at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700036017
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The main purpose of this paper is to confirm the conjecture mentioned above by proving the following theorem.
THEOREM. If f(z) is a meromorphic function defined on the whole complex plane and satisfies (3), then f(z) has at least one T direction.
It is clear that a T direction must be a Julia direction since JV(r, ft £ , / = a) ^ n(r, tt e , f = a) • logr and limsup °g r = 0 r->+oo 1 {r, J) by the fact that / is transcendental. Ostrowski [7] gave a simple example of a transcendental meromorphic function / such that T(r, f) = O( (logr) 2 ) and / has no Julia direction. Therefore this example shows that the growth condition (3) is sharp.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We shall prove the Theorem by using Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic T(r, Q) of a meromorphic function on an angular domain fi. First of all, we recall its definition. For fi = {z : a < aigz < f3}, define 
In order to prove the Theorem, we shall need several lemmas.
LEMMA 1 . Let T(r) be a continuous non-decreasing function ofr. Then
where F is a set of positive numbers with finite logarithmic measure.
Lemma 1 follows from [6, Lemma 9] by noting that 1 + x < e x when x > 0 and that T(r) is non-decreasing. By using the method in [12] , we can obtain the following lemma. 
Then for any #i and 6 2 , 0 < #i < 6 2 < 2TT, there exists a sequence {r,} and a^e (fi\, 8 2 ) satisfying where r,--> +00 as j -> +00, and {r,} depends only on f(z) and 9 2 -0 X .
PROOF: For brevity, we shall denote T{r, f) by T(r). For r > e, tet
where e (0 < e < 1/2) is chosen so that ,V2
By (6) such a choice is possible. Let 
V2
Then m(£^(r)) ^ \JQ 2 -0\X~l(r). Since X(r) is continuous and tends to +00 when r trends to +00, we can select an increasing sequence [TJ], TJ -* +00 as j -> +00, such that Applying the above inequality to (11), we obtain L( rj ,4>) -for each j with T(r^) > e and we are done. D By using the Ahlfors' theory of covering surfaces and Lemma 2, we can establish the following. where fi = f2(a, /?) = {z : a < argz < /3}, Tj -> +00 as j -» +00, and {rj} depends only on f(z) and e.
PROOF: By applying Lemma 2, there exists a common sequence {r,}, a 6 (<f> -e,4>-e/2) and /3 e (cf> + e/2, <f> + e) such that where the sequence {r^} is selected by means of (9) and depends only on f(z) and e/2, tj -¥ +00 as j -> +00.
Let z = (j)(uj) be a conformal mapping from the unit disk A onto Cl t -fl C\ {z : 
\z\ < t}. Set g(u) = f(<j>(w)). By reducing t h e islands
where h is a constant depending only on {01, a 2 ,..., a,}. But n,
g) = L(t, a, /?) + L(t, a) + L(t, \
where u> = u + iv, z = x + iy and a
So we can immediately deduce that

Q (16) (q -2)S(t,Q) ^ 53n(«,n,/ = a.) + h[L(t t a,0) + L(t,a) + L(t,0)], v=l
where h is a constant depending only on {ai, a 2 ,..., a,} and nj l + |/(te«) we can choose finitely many (0 -e^/2, cj> + e^/2), say (fa -e^,j2,fa + e<j,j2) , (fa -e^/2, fa + e^/2), . . . , (fa. -e^/ 2 , fa + e^/2), to cover [0, 2TT).
We shall consider two different cases. We need to treat two subcases below. (11.1) The order p of f(z) is positive. Then there exists a Polya sequence {r n } (see [11] ) such that T(2r n ) ^ 2<+ 1 T(r n ) and lim l o g T ( r n ) > 0 .
n-H-oo l o g r n From the latter inequality, it is easy to see that (logr n ) 2 = o(T(r n )). Applying this and the former inequality to (21), we can deduce that
T a (r n ,f) = o(T(r n )).
This also contradicts (4). But by a simple calculation, we can obtain that So combining (22), we deduce that 1^1 + 1/2 which is impossible. Prom (24), for sufficiently large n, we can select a sequence {r n } such that r n 6 F n (r B ,r*), that is, r n e F and r n e <? n ,r*). Then T(2r n ) ^ 2T(r n ) and (logr n ) 2 < 4(logF n ) 2 = o{T (7 n 
)) = o(T(r n ))
by the definition of F and (23). Applying these to (21), we have
This contradicts (4) and the Theorem follows. r-H-oo T(r, f) where fi £ = {z : 0 -e < arg z < 9 + e).
We do not know whether a meromorphic function satisfying (3) must have a Hayman T direction. But from the work of Zhang and Yang [13] we think it possible that such a function may have a Hayman T direction and a T direction may also be a Hayman T direction.
